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From C. C. Hunter, the bestselling author of the Shadow Falls series, comes Saved at Sunrise, an unforgettable new e-original novella. Nestled deep in the woods, Shadow Falls is a secret camp where teens
with supernatural powers learn to harness their abilities and live in the normal world. But Shadow Falls is facing a problem that could finally expose them to the rest of the world. Humans are showing up dead,
and rogue vampires may be to blame. Camp resident Della Tsang, who's still coming into her own vampire powers, is assigned to help find those responsible. If she succeeds, maybe she'll even land her
dream job: working for the F.R.U., the enforcers of the supernatural world. But when she sees that her new partner is a hunky shapeshifter, things get complicated. Steve, too gorgeous to be trusted and
capable of seeing through her tough-as-nails exterior, knows just how to get under her skin. And only hours into the mission, Della realizes rogue vampires aren't the only threat she's facing. If she's ever
going to complete her assignment, she'll need his help...but learning to trust him will be her hardest challenge yet.
Shadow Falls vampire Della Tsang teams up with a boy who might break her heart in order to save everyone she cares about from a new threat.
In the third installment of the Shadow Falls series, Kylie Galen believes that if she can just discover what she is, all the other uncertainties in her life will suddenly make sense, but in a camp for teens with
paranormal abilities, there's not much that makes sense. Original.
Step into the world of Shadow Falls, a camp that helps teens tap into their special...talents. Once you visit, you'll never forget it—and you'll never, ever be the same. From the moment Kylie Galen arrived at
Shadow Falls Camp, she's had one burning question: What am I? Surrounded by vampires, werewolves, shape-shifters, fairies and witches, Kylie longs to figure out her own supernatural identity...and what
her burgeoning powers mean. And now she'll need them more than ever, because she's being haunted by a new spirit who insists that someone Kylie knows—and loves—will die before the end of the summer.
If only she only knew who she was supposed to save. And how... But giving Kylie the most trouble is her aching heart. Gorgeous werewolf Lucas left camp with another girl, but he's still visiting Kylie in her
dreams. And Derek, a sexy half Fae who's always been there for her when she needed him, is pushing to get more serious—and growing impatient, especially when Lucas returns. Kylie knows she needs to
decide between the boys, and it's tearing her up inside. Yet romance will have to wait, because something from the dark side of the supernatural world is hiding in Shadow Falls. It's about to threaten
everything she holds dear...and bring her closer to her destiny. Awake at Dawn is the second installment in C.C. Hunter's young adult fantasy series.
It's too late to turn back. When Captain Faith Benson accepts the aid of the Azoren Federation, she compromises the integrity of her task force. The leader of the Azoren ships proves to be not just an
ideological zealot but a maniac. To make matters worse, the wily captain of the enemy fleet proves uncannily evasive, capable of striking and disappearing before a meaningful engagement takes place.
Benson's only hope of success requires outwitting this enemy captain, but she must do so while keeping her own alliance from unraveling. Get Shadow Fall now, and immerse yourself into the thrilling, final
installment of the War in Shadow Saga.
The Ancient Whisper is the story of Ellen Andress and her family as they struggle to make sense of a horrible tragedy. They must go 'underground' to avoid repercussions from the fallout the tragedy creates.
All of their possessions are confiscated and sold to purchase half of an old dilapidated horse farm called Ashwood Farms, located in the State of Virginia. All this comes about, with the help from Special FBI
Agents Lenard and Gene, who arrange for Ellen's uncharacteristic new housing situation. With no money left to renovate the atrocious house, the abundance of fine antiques and collectable objects turn out to
be an unexpected source of income, but it won't come soon enough. Ellen then embarks on the only way she knows that will generate what's needed quickly; enter the intriguing world of horseracing,
wagering, and high-stakes betting. As the family rebuilds their lives, they find themselves embroiled in a tangled web of deceit and calamities as strange incidents begin to happen. Ellen questions everything,
and wonders if it's the ghost of the original Mrs. Ashwood, she often imagines she hears her sigh. Is she whispering secrets to Ellen? Is she happy a family lives at Ashwood again? When her prized
Thoroughbred is mysteriously murdered, Ellen attempts to contact Lenard and Gene, but she is unsuccessful. Ellen then contacts the FBI and the CIA, but they don't know who these suspicious 'Agents' are
and she starts to panic. A genuine CIA team comes to protect them after the story unfolds, and it's soon clear that Ellen's son Jason is the next target.
After receiving the devastating news of her son's death, Sarah Spooner searches the dark corners and musty halls of Cromwell University for the truth behind the so-called suicides of eleven Cromwell
students. Reprint.
V. 12 contains: The Archer...Christmas, 1877.
Sixteen-year-old Kylie Galen thinks her misbehavior in the wake of her grandmother's death and her parents' separation are the reasons she has been sent to Shadow Falls Camp, but learns it is a training
ground for vampires, werewolves, and other "freaky freaks," of which she may be one.
"When Kylie's most powerful enemy returns to destroy her once and for all, there's only one way to stop him--to step into her full powers and make a stunning transformation that will amaze everyone around
her"--Provided by publisher.

All I Feel is Rivers is a collection of a new hybrid writing that, though spiritually akin to prose poems, retains an essayistic form. After several life-changing trips to Turkey, Robert Vivian took up
a deep study of Rumi, the thirteenth-century Sufi mystic, poet, and founder of the religious order that performs the now-famous dervish dance. Vivian's fascination seeped into his writing, and
his newly conceived dervish essays reflect the dynamic movement and ancient symbolism of the ritual dance with wild lyricism, sometimes breathless cadences, and mesmerizing unspooling.
Utterly fearless in their passionate avowals of life's many manifestations, these essays showcase the surprising connectivity between the sacred and profane, uncovered by associative
drifting. Vivian's essays take on grief and loss, the natural world and climate, spirituality and ecstasy, all while pushing the boundaries of what prose can do.
Time waits for no witch. An ancient enemy escapes his eternal exile behind the Eternal walls. A seer warns of a cruel sacrifice Luna must make. And the Shield of Time disappears into hands
that would use it to destroy reality. At least Luna has finished her semester. Caught between the secrets of the Shadow Master and the allure of the mythic King of Kings, confused by her
unresolved feelings for Winter, Luna must gear up for a busy summer break, trying to prevent Horror and an onslaught of power-hungry Immortals from destroying humanity and time as we
know it. Books in the MIST RIDERS series: Luna Winter Silver Dust Shadow Fall Moonlight Mist The Last Rider urban fantasy, witch, immortals, shapeshifters, werewolf, new adult, coming of
age, paranormal, fantasy series, witches, paranormal elements, fantasy adventure, contemporary fantasy, new release, coming of age fantasy romance, new adult fantasy, strong heroine,
supernatural mystery, supernatural suspense, mist riders, winter, chaos, paranormal fantasy, silver dust, luna, shadow fall
Struggling for answers about her heritage and newfound powers, Kylie wonders about half-Fae Derek's declaration of love and the priorities of werewolf boyfriend Lucas. Original.
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~The thrilling finale of the Witch-Hunter trilogy~ Hunter Astley has always known that he is different: being a witch-hunter that can use magic has sealed his fate. He must destroy the Shadow
Witch once and for all, with the help of some unlikely allies. We delve even deeper into the world of the Malleus Maleficarum; into myth, rumour and history that refuses to stay in the past.
Form poetry can be a challenge to writers, especially those forms that are very close in style. Much of the work included here are forms the author has been experimenting with; some
successfully and some straying a little bit away from the rigidity of the established form. The image that is portrayed and the emotions transferred from writer to reader are what makes a poem
art. P. A. T. Larson has challenged herself by writing and comparing various forms of poetry. Living close to nature has helped since some of the recognized brief poetry forms have nature
themes. After publishing her first book, Touch of Topaz, she compiled some of her more structured work for this book.

A boxed set of three time-travel novels and one historical (prequel) novella in the Whisper Falls series by Elizabeth Langston. Whisper Falls While training for a mountain bike
race, high-school senior Mark Lewis spots a mysterious girl dressed in odd clothing, standing behind a waterfall in the woods near his North Carolina home. When she comments
on the strange machine that he rides, he suspects something isn’t right. When Susanna claims to be an indentured servant from 1796, he wonders if she’s crazy. Yet he feels
compelled to find out more. Mark enters a “long-distance” relationship with Susanna through the shimmering and temperamental barrier of Whisper Falls. Curious about her
world, Mark combs through history to learn about the brutal life she’s trapped in. But knowledge can be dangerous. Soon he must choose between the risk of changing
history—or dooming the girl he can’t stop thinking about to a lifetime of misery. A Whisper in Time With Mark’s help, Susanna fights to establish her identity and protect her sister.
Whispers from the Past With the dangers of the past behind them, Mark and Susanna are reaching for what the future holds. Whispers on the River: A Whisper Falls Novella
North Carolina, 1771 Abigail Clarke flees her childhood home and moves to North Carolina’s royal capital, where she earns her living as a maid and a healer—and helps the
charming and mysterious Nathaniel Eton to keep his secrets safe.
Saturday night is all Lesedi can think of. Saturday night, dancing in the arms of the handsome Samson. This was the man she wanted to be with, even if it would last only for one
evening. After that, she would accept her fate. Little did Lesedi realise what lay ahead, how hard it would be to control matters of the heart ...
Anthology of Indic poetry in English, translated into English, and its criticism.
The Greatest Secret Hidden By History, Until Now. "When the teenage Alicia McCann has a horrible accident, she is visited by the Whisper Catcher - a dreamlike spirit girl with
great powers. But the Whisper Catcher's powers are waning, her strength stolen by an evil shadowy spectre. To help the Whisper Catcher, Alicia must undertake a strange and
terrifying journey from her home in San Francisco to the depths of the Australian outback. Dark treachery awaits and Alicia must dig through history to uncover a terrifying secret,
unlike any she could imagine ..."
When a hurricane threatens to harm the underwater homes of the merpeople, it is up to India Finch, a part-human/part-mermaid teenager, to warn her ocean friends. The mer
decide to seek calmer waters, and as they travel, they are attacked by a giant squid, with India at the center of harm's way. Gravely injured, India depends on the merfolks'
willingness to risk their own safety to get her ashore where her injuries can be treated. Will the prejudice many mer hold against humans leave India at the end of her journey?
Reader tools include a glossary and discussion questions in this Hi-Lo novel for reluctant and struggling readers."
"Jam-packed with action and romance from the very beginning, Hunter's lifelike characters and paranormal creatures populate a plot that will keep you guessing till the very end. A perfect mesh of mystery,
thriller, and romance. Vampires, weres and fae, oh my!" —RT BookReviews Now available together for the first time, don't miss the complete collection, books 1-5 in C. C. Hunter's spectacular Shadow Falls
series! Join Kylie as she learns to harness her powers, control her magic, and live in the normal world in this spectacular five book series containing Born at Midnight; Awake at Dawn; Taken at Dusk;
Whispers at Moonrise; Chosen at Nightfall! Along with the two e-original Shadow Falls novellas: Turned at Dark and Saved at Sunrise. One night changes Kylie Galen's life forever. Caught at the wrong party,
with the wrong crowd, at the wrong time, she's shipped off to Shadow Falls, a camp for troubled teens, but once there she soon discovers not everything is as it seems. Instead of the usual assortment of
juvenile delinquents, Kylie's new classmates are witches, werewolves, shapeshifters, and vampires, just learning to control their powers. And they think she's one of them. Kylie's never felt normal, but surely
she doesn't belong here with a bunch of paranormal freaks either. Or does she? As if life wasn't complicated enough, enter Derek and Lucas. Derek's a half Fae who's determined to be her boyfriend, and
Lucas is a smokin' hot werewolf with whom Kylie shares a secret past. Both Derek and Lucas couldn't be more different, but they both have a powerful hold on her heart. As Kylie struggles to make sense of
her feelings and her new abilities, the dark side of the supernatural world emerges and makes life a whole lot harder. An evil enemy lurking in the shadows is about to threaten everything she holds dear...and
bring her closer to her destiny. Contains Born at Midnight; Awake at Dawn; Taken at Dusk; Whispers at Moonrise; Chosen at Nightfall; Turned at Dark; Saved at Sunrise
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Somewhere between a paperboy’s first cup of chicory coffee and the memories of the Madam who inspired Belle Watling of Gone With the Wind fame, there lies a story of sex, secrets and spiritual
redemption. Interweaving portals to the past with the magic of a Spirit Guide called back to his lover’s deathbed, Belle Brezing is a haunting love story about a loyal paperboy on a high-stakes mission: To
guide his former lover to remember the secret that forged her rise to fame but closed her heart to love. Belle Brezing, the novel, takes a look at the woman who died in virtual isolation in 1940, decades after
her business was closed by the Army in 1917. Brezing was a nationally known southern Madam whose obituary appeared on the front of the NY Times as well as Time Magazine. (1863-1940) Belle Brezing
was a charismatic woman who brought herself out of poverty and an emotionally and physically painful early childhood. Shedding light on the connections of a wounded past and a life lived in quiet
desperation, the award-winning novel Belle Brezing exposes the scandals and secrets of this dynamic woman whose life parallels timely issues in the arena of prostitution and sex trafficking.
This book contains speeches written nearly one hundred years ago.
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